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Abstract. Pure spinors are relevant to the formulation of supersymmetric theories, and provide
the only known way to maintain manifest maximal supersymmetry. The (non-linear) pure spinor
constraint makes it nontrivial to find well defined operators on pure spinor wave functions. We discuss how such operators are defined. One application concerns covariant gauge fixing in maximally
supersymmetric Yang-Mills (and string theory). Another issue is the construction of a manifestly
supersymmetric action for 11-dimensional supergravity in terms of a scalar superfield. We describe
some work in progress.
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There is a close relation between supermultiplets and pure spinors. The algebra of
covariant fermionic derivatives in flat superspace is generically of the form
c
{Dα , Dβ } = −Tαβ c Dc = −2γαβ
Dc .

(1)

If a bosonic spinor λ α is pure, i.e., if the vector part (λ γ a λ ) of the spinor bilinear
vanishes, the operator Q = λ α Dα becomes nilpotent, and may be used as a BRST operator. This is, schematically, the starting point for pure spinor superfields. (The details
of course depend on the actual space-time and the amount of supersymmetry. The pure
spinor constraint may need to be further specified. Eq. (1) may also contain more terms,
due to super-torsion and curvature.) The cohomology of Q will consist of supermultiplets, which in case of maximal supersymmetry are on-shell. The idea of manifesting
maximal supersymmetry off-shell by using pure spinor superfields Ψ(x, θ , λ ) is to find
an action whose equations of motion is QΨ = 0.
The fact that pure spinors had a rôle to play in maximally supersymmetric models was
recognised early by Nilsson [1] and Howe [2, 3]. Pure spinor superfields were developed
with the purpose of covariant quantisation of superstrings by Berkovits [4, 5, 6, 7]
and the cohomological structure was independently discovered in supersymmetric field
theory and supergravity, originally in the context of higher-derivative deformations
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The present lecture only deals with pure spinors for
maximally supersymmetric field theory.
The canonical example of pure spinors is in D = 10. There is only one nongravitational supermultiplet, namely super-Yang–Mills, so this is what we expect to
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obtain. Expanding a field Ψ(x, θ , λ ) in powers of λ , one has
Ψ(x, θ , λ ) =

∞

∑ λ α1 . . . λ αn ψα1...αn (x, θ ) .

(2)

n=0

The implementation of the pure spinor constraint is as an abelian gauge symmetry, where
the generators (λ γ a λ ) act multiplicatively. The field Ψ is defined modulo the ideal
generated by the constraint. A “canonical” representative of the gauge orbits is provided
by superfields ψα1 ...αn (x, θ ) which, in addition to being symmetric, are completely γ traceless, i.e., in the modules (000n0) of the Lorentz algebra (where λ α is in (00001)
and Dα in (00010), the two spinor chiralities).
In order to calculate the cohomology, we start by finding the cohomology of zeromodes, x-independent fields. This cohomology is easy to calculate (a purely algebraic
calculation), and gives information about the full cohomology. It is worth noting that
the zero-mode cohomology (which clearly would have been empty for an unconstrained
λ ) may be read off from the partition function for a pure spinor. It is in one-to-one
correspondence (for a concrete explanation of this fact, using the reducibility of the pure
spinor constraint, see the appendix of ref. [5] and ref. [16]) with the six terms in the
nominator of the partition function
Z(t) =

1 − 10t 2 + 16t 3 − 16t 5 + 10t 6 − t 8 (1 + t 2 )(1 + 4t + t 2 )
=
.
(1 − t)11
(1 − t)16

(3)

(This partition function only counts the dimension of the space of monomials is λ with
degree of homogeneity p as the coefficient of t p . A more refined partition function,
specifying the actual Lorentz modules appearing, can of course be written down; for
this I refer to ref. [16].) The zero-mode cohomology is illustrated in Table 1. There,
each column represent a field in the expansion (2), and the vertical direction is the
expansion in θ . The columns have been shifted so that components on the same row
have the same dimension, i.e., so that Q acts horizontally. Since λ carries ghost number
1 and dimension −1/2, the component field ψα1 ...αn has ghost number gh(Ψ) − n and
dimension dim(Ψ) + 2n . It is natural to let gh(Ψ) = 1 and dim(Ψ) = 0 and take Ψ to
be fermionic. Then the scalar (ghost number 1, dimension 0) in the first column is
interpreted as the Yang–Mills ghost and the vector and spinor in the second column
as the fields of the super-Yang–Mills multiplet (the field ψα of ghost number 0 and
dimension 1/2 is the lowest-dimensional connection component Aα in a superfield
treatment of super-Yang–Mills). The remaining fields are the corresponding antifields,
in the Batalin–Vilkovisky (BV) sense. It is striking that one inevitably is lead to the BV
formalism. It of course exists also in a component formalism, but when one uses pure
spinors it is not optional. This means that any action formed in this formalism will be a
BV action, and that the appropriate consistency relation (encoding the generalised gauge
symmetry) is the master equation.
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n=0
dim = 0

n=1

n=2

n=3

n=4

(00000)

1
2

•

•

1

•

(10000)

•

3
2

•

(00001)

•

•

2

•

•

•

•

•

5
2

•

•

(00010)

•

•

3

•

•

(10000)

•

•

7
2

•

•

•

•

•

4

•

•

•

(00000)

•

9
2

•

•

•

•

•

Table 1. The cohomology of the D = 10 SYM complex.
To go from the zero-mode cohomology to the complete cohomology, one easily convinces oneself that component fields in the modules contained in the zero-mode cohomology will be subject to differential constraints in the modules of the zero-mode
cohomology in the next column to the right. This gives the proper relations for the linearised on-shell super-Yang–Mills multiplet. (If a multiplet is an off-shell representation
of supersymmetry, as is generically the case for half-maximal or lower supersymmetry,
there will consequently be no anti-fields in the cohomology. These instead come in a
separate pure spinor superfield [12].)
This far, we have not considered the actual solutions of pure spinor constraint, but
rather regarded the pure spinor as a book-keeping device. When one wants to write down
an action, this is noR longer possible. For an action, a measure
R is needed. The
R linearised
action should be “ ΨQΨ" for some suitable definition of “ ”. Clearly, “ ” must have
ghost number −3. In the cohomology, there is a singlet at λ 3 θ 5 . Defining a measure as
a “residue”, picking the corresponding component, has the right ghost number, and also
the correct dimension. However, it is singular, so components of Ψ with high enough
power in λ or θ drop out of the putative action defined in this manner, and the equation of
motion QΨ = 0 does not follow. Still, the corresponding tensorial structure can be used
for an invariant integral over λ . It is clear from the partition function (3) that λ contains
11 degrees of freedom (out of the 16 for an unconstrained spinor). Explicit solution of the
pure spinor constraint also shows that when imposed on a complex spinor, only 5 out of
the ten constraints are independent (see e.g. [5] for details). Defining the scalar at λ 3 θ 5
β ...β
as Tα11α2 α113 εβ1 ...β16 λ α1 λ α2 λ α3 θ β12 θ β13 θ β14 θ β15 θ β16 , where T thus is a Lorentz invariant
tensor, one defines the conjugate invariant tensor T̃ α1 α2 α3 β1 ...β11 , and the integration is
[d λ ]λ α1 λ α2 λ α3 ∼ T̃ α1 α2 α3 β1 ...β11 d λ α1 ∧ . . . ∧ d λ α11 .
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(4)

In ref. [7], Berkovits solved the problem how to make sense of this integration and
using it as part of a non-singular measure for the pure spinor superspace. The solution
involves a non-minimal set of pure spinor variables, which in addition to λ α contains a
bosonic conjugate spinor λ̄α (which in Euclidean signature can be viewed as the complex
conjugate of λ α ) obeying (λ̄ γ a λ̄ ) = 0 and a fermionic spinor rα with (λ̄ γ a r) = 0. The
new BRST operator is Q = λ α Dα + ∂ ∂λ̄ rα , and its cohomology is independent of λ̄
α

and r. One assigns ghost number −1 and dimension 1/2 to λ̄ and ghost number 0 and
dimension 1/2 to r. The measure for λ̄ is the complex conjugate to the one defined in
Eq. (4) for λ , and for r:
[dr] ∼ ?T̃ α1 α2 α3 β1 ...β11 λ̄α1 λ̄α2 λ̄α3

∂
∂
...
.
∂ rβ1
∂ rβ11

(5)

Using these integration measures, and the ordinary ones for x and θ , we list the dimensions and ghost numbers for the theory after dimensional reduction to D dimensions in
Table 2. So, the ghost numbers match, and also the dimensions ( g12 has dimension D − 4
in D dimensions).
gh#

dim

dDx

0

−D

d 16 θ

0

8

[d λ ]

8

−4

[d λ̄ ]

−8

4

[dr]

−3

−4

total

−3

−(D − 4)

Table 2. The dimensions and ghost numbers of the D = 10 measure.
The λ and λ̄ integrations are non-compact and need regularisation. In ref. [7] this
is achieved, following ref. [17], by the insertion of a factor N = e{Q,χ } . Since this
differs from 1 by a Q-exact term, the regularisation is independent of the choice of the
α
α
fermion χ . The choice χ = −λ̄α θ α gives N = e−λ λ̄α −rα θ and regularises the bosonic
integrations at infinity. At the same time, it explains how the term at θ 5 is picked out,
this follows after integration over r. N has definite ghost number 0 for the assignments
for ghost number and dimension above (although any other assignment gives the correct
ghost number and dimension for the non-Q-exact part).
An action for ten-dimensional super-Yang–Mills (or any dimensional reduction) can
now be written in the Chern–Simons-like form [5]
S=

1
2g2

Z

1
<Ψ, QΨ + [Ψ, Ψ]>adj .
3
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(6)

Note that there is no 4-point coupling. The component field 4-point coupling arises
after elimination of unphysical components. One must however remember that this is
a classical BV action. It obeys the classical master equation (S, S) = 0, where the antibracket takes the simple form
Z

(A, B) =

A<

←
→
δ [dZ] δ > B .
adj
δ Ψ(Z)
δ Ψ(Z)

(7)

In order to perform quantum calculations with path integral over Ψ, gauge fixing has to
be implemented. This involves traditional gauge fixing (of the component gauge field)
as well as elimination of the anti-fields. I will comment briefly on gauge fixing towards
the end of the lecture.
The considerations so far were concerned with pure spinors in D = 10, and the specific
case of maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory. Any maximally supersymmetric
model (without self-dual tensor fields) may be given a similar treatment. The formulation
of BLG and ABJM models were given in refs. [18],[19]. Also gravitational models have
been considered [10],[13], although all that is known in such cases is that the linearised
theory arises as pure spinor cohomology.
We would like to discuss operators acting on pure spinor superfields (much of this is
due to Berkovits and Nekrasov [16],[20]). Due to the pure spinor constraint, derivatives
with respect to λ are not well defined. Only operators preserving the ideal generated by
the pure spinor constraint are “gauge invariant”. They must fulfil
[O , (λ γ a λ )] = 0 mod (λ γ a λ ) .

(8)

Some such operators are straightforward to derive, among them are the number operator
(related to ghost number) and Lorentz generator (its pure spinor part), N = (λ w),
N ab = (λ γ ab w), where wα = ∂ λ∂ α . But there are more generators like this. In fact, it
is possible to define a spinorial operator uα that acts on the representations not present
in the ideal exactly as wα does, but vanishes on the ideal. For the ordinary pure spinors
in D = 10, this operator is
u α = wα −

1
(γ a λ )α (wγa w) .
4(N + 3)

(9)

The ordering in this expression is as it stands (uα acts from the left on Ψ), and the gauge
invariance of uα is due to a cancellation between single and double contraction, so it
is genuinely quantum mechanical. It is straightforward to verify that (uγ a u) = 0 and
[uα , uβ ] = 0. Any gauge invariant operator can be expressed in terms of λ α and uα . It is
worth noting that (N + 3)uα is polynomial, and that
[uα , λ α ] =

11N + 48
,
N +3

(10)

interpolating between 16 (the number of components in a full spinor) at N = 0 and 11
(the number of components in a pure spinor) as N → ∞.
Analogous gauge invariant “derivative operators” can be formed for other types of
pure spinors. Take for example the pure spinors in D = 11 relevant for supergravity. They
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fulfil (λ γ a λ ) = 0, while (λ γ ab λ ) and (λ γ abcde λ ) remain unconstrained [10],[13],[14].
In this case, there are several irreducible representations at a given power of λ which
are outside the ideal. Due to the existence of two non-vanishing spinor bilinears, uα is
not uniquely defined by having ghost number −1. If uα is gauge invariant, one may also
form e.g. N ab (γab u)α . The more complicated representation structure leads to a more
complicated expression for uα . The simplest form possible is
1
(γ ab λ )α (wγab w) +
(11)
16(N + 5)
h
1
1
+
(N − 13)(γ a λ )α (wγa w) − (λ γ ab λ )(wγa w)(γb w)α −
8(N + 5)(N + 7)
2
i
1
1
ab
c
abcde
− (λ γ λ )(wγ w)(γabc w)α +
(λ γ
λ )(wγa w)(γbcde w)α ,
16
192

uα = wα −

while the other independent “derivative” also contains terms of order λ 3 w4 .
The operators discussed this far use only the minimal pure spinor variables, and are
strictly gauge invariant in the sense of Eq. (8). There are two ways of going beyond this.
One is of course to use the non-minimal variables described above. The second pure
spinor, λ̄ , has ghost number −1. Another is to relax the condition of gauge invariance to
allow BRST-trivial terms:
[O , (λ γ a λ )] = [Q, O 0 } mod (λ γ a λ ) .

(12)

This will not alter the invariance on physical fields in the cohomology.
Applications of operators with negative ghost number occur in a number of situations.
One example is the condition that takes a non-maximally supersymmetric theory onshell. This amount to identifying a new pure spinor superfield whose lowest component
is the auxiliary field, the vanishing of which implies the equations of motion. This was
done in the minimal pure spinor framework for D = 6 super-Yang–Mills theory in ref.
[12]. The cohomology for that model is typical for a non-maximally supersymmetric
theory, in that the antifields are absent. The cohomology is (with D3 ⊕ A1 notation for
the Dynkin labels):
n=0
dim = 0

n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4

(000)(0)

1
2

•

•

1

•

(100)(0)

•

3
2

•

(001)(1)

•

•

2

•

(000)(2)

•

•

•

5
2

•

•

•

•

•

3

•

•

•

•

•
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The antifields come in the current multiplet, sitting in a “conjugate field” in the auxiliary
field representation (000)(2) with cohomology
n=0

n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4

dim = 2

(000)(2)

5
2

(010)(1)

•

3

(100)(0)

•

•

7
2

•

•

•

•

4

•

(000)(0)

•

•

•

9
2

•

•

•

•

•

5

•

•

•

•

•

It is clear that the wanted operator has the schematic structure wD3 . A careful treatment
shows that it can not be found using the strict gauge invariance of Eq. (8), but has to
be gauge invariant only modulo Q-exact terms, as in Eq. (12). I refer to ref. [12] for the
explicit form of the operator.
In the non-minimal formalism, there is a bigger choice of gauge invariant operators.
The pure spinor λ̄ has ghost number −1, and an operator (λ λ̄ )−1 λ̄α can be used instead
of wα . Presumably, the construction of the operator above can be performed using nonminimal pure spinors. Such a formulation would be better suited for formulating an
action.
Similar considerations become relevant when one tries to formulate an action for
D = 11 supergravity. There are two ways of obtaining the linearised multiplet. One may
use a scalar field Ψ of ghost number 3 and dimension -3, starting out with ghost for ghost
for ghost for the 3-form tensor field. Or, one can use a vector Φa of ghost number 1 and
dimension -1, starting with the diffeomorphism ghost. Φa has the additional invariance
Φa ≈ Φa + (λ γ a ρ ) for any ρ . The ghost number 0 parts of these fields are the superspace
3-form component with fermionic indices, and the lowest-dimensional component of the
super-vielbein, respectively. We do not list the cohomologies here, but refer to ref. [10],
where it was shown in that both these fields give the correct cohomology. The
R measure
in this case has ghost number −7, and a linearised action can be formed as ΨQΨ. We
would like to examine possible interaction terms. It is easy to see, from matching of
ghost number and dimension as well as gauge invariance, that the only natural candidate
for a three-point coupling constructed from Ψ and Φa is
Z

(λ γab λ )ΨΦa Φb .

(13)

The insertion of (λ γab λ ) ensures the gauge invariance under the “extra” symmetry
Φa ≈ Φa + (λ γ a ρ ) through the Fierz identity (λ γab λ )(γ b λ )α = 0, holding for pure
spinors. However, we can not view the two fields as independent. There has to be a
relation of the type Φa = Ra Ψ, where Ra is an operator with ghost number -2 and
dimension 2. If [Q, Ra ] = 0, the master equation will be satisfied to this order. Given the
experience from D = 6 super-Yang–Mills, I find it likely that the best way to construct Ra
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will be in the non-minimal formalism. The construction is under way. It is likely that this
deformation of the linearised supergravity will generate the full interacting theory. How
feasible calculations to higher orders are is unclear, and will depend on the algebraic
properties of Ra . There is a striking similarity between the interaction term (13) and the
Chern–Simons term C ∧ H ∧ H. The field Ψ contains the connection C while Φa only
contains H = dC. The Chern–Simons term should be produced by Eq. (13).
Finally, a few words on gauge fixing. This is a further example of a situation where
an operator of negative ghost number is needed. Gauge fixing in the Batalin–Vilkovisky
formalism requires both elimination of the antifields and “ordinary” gauge fixing. In the
pure spinor framework, the requirement is strong, since we do not want to break the field
into different parts according to ghost number. Both tasks have to be fulfilled by a single
condition bΨ = 0. The standard procedure (in superstring theory) is to take b as the “bghost”. Since reparametrisation invariance is not associated to a constraint in the pure
spinor formalism, the b-ghost must be composite. It was constructed for the superstring
in ref. [7] using non-minimal variables. For the super-Yang–Mills case (corresponding
to second quantisation of a superparticle) it becomes simpler. It obeys {Q, b} = ¤, which
gives a good propagator. There are however problems associated with the singularity of
b at λ = 0. I will not go into this problem here. A possible resolution was proposed in
ref. [20].
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